Assessment of gait stability, harmony, and symmetry in subjects with lower-limb amputation evaluated by trunk accelerations
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Abstract—Analysis of upper-body accelerations is a promising and simple technique for quantitatively assessing some general features of gait such as stability, harmony, and symmetry. Despite the growing literature on elderly healthy populations and neurological patients, few studies have used accelerometry to investigate these features in subjects with lower-limb amputation. We enrolled four groups of subjects: subjects with transfemoral amputation who walked with a locked knee prosthesis, subjects with transfemoral amputation who walked with an unlocked knee prosthesis, subjects with transtibial amputation, and age-matched nondisabled subjects. We found statistically significant differences for stability (p < 0.001), harmony (p < 0.001), and symmetry (p < 0.001) of walking, with general trends following the noted order of subjects, but with the lowest laterolateral harmony in subjects with transtibial amputation. This study is the first to investigate upper-body acceleration of subjects with unilateral lower-limb amputation during walking who were evaluated upon dismissal from a rehabilitation hospital; it is also the first study to differentiate the sample in terms of level of amputation and type of prosthesis used.
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INTRODUCTION

Walking with a lower-limb prosthesis is a challenging task because missing a part of a limb alters the motor system, sensory feedback [1], and locomotor body schema [2]. This commonly implies slower and less efficient walking in subjects with amputation than in healthy subjects (HSs) [3–4]. Thus, walking speed (WS) and oxygen consumption have been widely used as indicators of gait ability and to assess rehabilitation outcomes or prosthetic components [5–8]. Conversely, little attention has been given to upright gait stability in the population with amputation [1,4,9] and even less to gait harmony.

Upright gait stability has been defined as the capacity to minimize upper-body oscillations and absorb jerks, bumps, shakes, and fluctuations, despite the broad and fast movements of the lower limbs during locomotion [10–11]. Hence, an upright gait is stable when upper-body accelerations are minimized and smoothed, whereas

Abbreviations: ANOVA = analysis of variance, AP = anteroposterior, BI = Barthel Index, CC = craniocaudal, HR = harmonic ratio, HS = healthy subject, L = lumbar, LK = locked knee, LL = laterolateral, RM-ANOVA = repeated-measures analysis of variance, RMS = root-mean-square, SRI = symmetry ratio index, TFA = transfemoral amputation, TTA = transtibial amputation, UK = unlocked knee, WS = walking speed.
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A distribution of accelerations in accordance with natural step-by-step repetition and bilateral evenness are signs of harmonic and symmetrical gait, respectively [12]. In the literature, the expression "gait stability" has been used with reference to the ability to walk with smoothed upper-body accelerations [13], as well as stride-to-stride kinematic variability [14] and local dynamic stability related to the ability of the locomotor system to maintain continuous motion by accommodating natural, infinitesimally small perturbations [15]. Although mathematically and conceptually different, all of these parameters have been found related to balance and risk of falling [14,16–17].

A large and growing body of literature has reported the successful use of accelerometers to investigate these gait features. In this study, we referred to gait stability as the ability to walk by smoothing upper-body accelerations [13], in accordance with many previous studies in HSs [18–22], patients with stroke [23–24], children with cerebral palsy [11–12], and people with lower-back pain [25] and cognitive impairments [26]. In people with amputation, upper-body accelerations during walking were investigated in three recent studies.

Tura et al. compared the upper-body accelerations of 10 subjects with transfemoral amputation (TFA) with those of 10 healthy controls during walking at low, natural, and fast speeds [9]. They found that a triaxial accelerometer (placed on the thorax at the xiphoid process) was adequate to assess gait features. They assessed symmetry and regularity of walking (using the autocorrelation coefficient of acceleration signals along the anteroposterior [AP] and craniocaudal [CC] axes, respectively), but not upright stability, as defined previously, or harmony of gait. In a more recent article, Tura et al. refined their analyses and identified the minimum number of strides (between 2 and 4) for a reliable computation of step symmetry based on accelerometeric data [27].

Lamoth et al. not only focused their study on gait variability but also on upright gait stability in eight subjects with TFA compared with eight HSs during inside walking on smooth terrain, walking while performing a dual-task, and outside walking on even and uneven terrain [1]. Data were collected using a triaxial wearable accelerometer fixed with an elastic belt close to the center of mass at the level of lumbar (L) segment 3.

These studies analyzed the walking of subjects with TFA by including subjects who had generally used a prosthesis for many years and were able to walk without aids [1,9]. It is conceivable that these subjects had already internalized into their locomotor body schema the mechanical characteristics of the prosthesis and the sensory feedback it provides at the residual-limb level and had developed efficient locomotor patterns as demonstrated by their WS higher than 1 m/s. Stability, harmony, and symmetry are conceivably more impaired in people with amputation after a rehabilitation period using a new prosthesis. Indeed, it can increase their risk of falling and reduce fluidity of movements [28].

The aim of our study was to assess upright gait stability, harmony, and symmetry in subjects with lower-limb amputation upon dismissal from a rehabilitative hospital after receipt of prosthesis compared with a control group consisting of age-matched HSs. The parameters of these gait features were obtained by measuring upper-body accelerations in different types of amputation: subjects with transtibial amputation (TTA) and subjects with TFA who walked with an unlocked knee (UK) or locked knee (LK) prosthesis. Then, to identify which parameter was directly related to severity of the impairment, we assessed the correlation between the accelerometeric parameters and clinical score obtained by the subject after rehabilitation for level of independence.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Forty-four subjects were enrolled in this study: 22 with lower-limb amputation but no musculoskeletal or neurological comorbidities affecting gait not directly related to the amputation and 22 age-matched control HSs with no impairments. The amputation group included 14 subjects with TFA, 7 with an LK prosthesis (TFA-LK) and 7 with a UK prosthesis (TFA-UK), and 8 subjects with TTA. All were admitted to our rehabilitative hospital for a mean period of about 62 d, with a mean of 45 d of prosthesis use. Receipt of prosthesis (for the first time or for a change of prosthesis) occurred on average 17 d after admission. Patients were assessed on 1 of the 3 d before dismissal from our rehabilitation hospital.

The four groups of subjects (TFA-LK, TFA-UK, TTA, HS) were not statistically different in terms of age (analysis of variance [ANOVA]: $F = 0.562$, $p = 0.64$). Table 1 reports demographic and clinical data. The severity of impairment related to amputation was assessed in terms of the Barthel Index (BI); this is a clinical scale that evaluates independence in activities of daily living, ranging from 0 (completely dependent) to 100 (completely independent) [29].
Table 1.
Demographic and clinical features of four groups of enrolled subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>TFA-LK</th>
<th>TFA-UK</th>
<th>TTA</th>
<th>HS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Subjects</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>65.0 ± 5.8</td>
<td>58.1 ± 15.4</td>
<td>56.9 ± 5.3</td>
<td>59.2 ± 15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barthel Index Score (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>87 ± 8</td>
<td>95 ± 7</td>
<td>99 ± 1</td>
<td>100 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side of Amputation (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause of Amputation (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular Disease</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic Event</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects Using Aids for Walking, n (%)</td>
<td>5 (71.4)</td>
<td>3 (42.9)</td>
<td>1 (12.5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aids Used (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Crutches</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Tetrapods</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Aids</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HS = healthy subject, SD = standard deviation, TFA-LK = subject with transfemoral amputation with prosthesis with locked knee, TFA-UK = subject with transfemoral amputation with prosthesis with unlocked knee, TTA = subject with transtibial amputation.

Protocol

The last 3 days before dismissal from our hospital, subjects performed the following assessment protocol: they performed the 10 m walking test commonly used in clinical settings [30]; then, they stood on a line marked on the floor and walked straight for 10 m at a self-selected speed until they arrived at another line on the floor in a 15 m-long rehabilitation gym. During the test, they wore an elastic belt with a wearable inertial sensor device (FreeSense, Sensorize; Rome, Italy [sampling frequency = 100 Hz, weight = 93 g]) containing a triaxial accelerometer to measure accelerations along the three body axes (AP, laterolateral [LL], and CC) and three gyroscopes to measure angular velocities around the axes. Similar to Lamoth et al., the device was located on an area of the back corresponding to the L2–L3 spinous processes, close to the body center of mass [1]. During the test, subjects wore their commonly used shoes and subjects with amputation wore their prosthesis and used walking aids, if needed.

The time and number of steps needed to walk the 10 m were determined from the recorded peaks of AP acceleration [11–12]. In fact, foot strikes (which defined the beginning and the end of each step) were identified, in agreement with previous studies [12,24], as the moment at which a peak of AP acceleration occurred. Mean WS was computed as 10 m divided by the time spent to complete the test. Acceleration data of eight consecutive steps (four strides) performed in the central part of the walking pathway were analyzed. This approach has already been used and described in detail in previous studies in different populations of subjects [12,24] and is in agreement with Tura et al.’s observation that when initial and final strides are excluded from the analysis, the minimum number of strides needed for reliable computation of step symmetry and stride regularity is about 2.2 and 3.5 strides, respectively, in subjects with amputation [27]. These signals were analyzed after their mean values were subtracted and after low-pass filtering at 20 Hz [12,19,31].

The following parameters were averaged for the four values of the four consecutive strides:

1. Root-mean-square (RMS) of acceleration, i.e., a measure of acceleration dispersion that coincides with the standard deviation because of signal mean subtraction [13].
2. Harmonic ratio (HR), i.e., the ratio between the sum of the amplitudes of the two main even harmonics and the
sum of the amplitudes of the two main odd harmonics for the AP and CC axes or the reverse (odd/even) for the LL axis calculated via the discrete Fourier transform, which is an indicator of the rhythmicity between acceleration patterns and step repetition, with higher values corresponding to more harmonic gait [13].

3. Symmetry ratio index (SRI), i.e., the ratio between two consecutive minima of accelerations within each stride \((a_{\text{min}})\), corresponding to the accelerations at foot strikes. This is a measure of the steep decelerations affecting the conservation of momentum. SRI was computed as the percentage ratio between two consecutive \(a_{\text{min}}\) relevant to two consecutive steps, each one performed by one leg (i.e., the ratio was computed between the lower \(a_{\text{min}}\) and the higher \(a_{\text{min}}\) absolute values). It provided values lower than 100 percent or equal to 100 percent (if the two consecutive steps had two equal values of \(a_{\text{min}}\)), representing an indicator of asymmetries in decelerations [12,32].

Because the RMS of acceleration is strictly dependent on WS, we normalized the values of RMS-AP and RMS-LL with respect to those of RMS-CC by using the inverse of their percentage ratio as an indicator of stability. This approach was shown to be suitable for the analysis of trunk accelerations of patients with stroke [24] based on the observation that CC accelerations were the least interesting from a locomotor control point of view [33]. In fact, Lamoth et al. also focused their study on AP and LL accelerations [1]. In detail, because RMS-AP/RMS-CC and RMS-LL/RMS-CC are two normalized parameters related to instabilities [24], their inverses were used to quantitatively assess stability (Equations 1–2):

\[
\text{Upright stability: AP axis } = \frac{\text{RMS} - \text{CC}}{\text{RMS} - \text{AP}} \times 100. \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Upright stability: LL axis } = \frac{\text{RMS} - \text{CC}}{\text{RMS} - \text{LL}} \times 100. \quad (2)
\]

Because it is conceivable that upright gait stability might be affected by alterations in prosthesis alignment, as is the case for postural standing stability [34], all prostheses were aligned by two highly experienced prosthetic technicians using L.A.S.A.R. Posture (Otto Bock HealthCare GmbH; Duderstadt, Germany), a system for the static alignment of prostheses that consists of a force-sensing platform and a projection system with laser and line optics.

**Statistical Analysis**

ANOVA was performed to assess differences in terms of age or comfortable WS in the four groups of subjects. Repeated-measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) was performed on acceleration RMS, normalized RMS, HR, and SRI to analyze the main effect of group as a between-subject factor among the four groups, axis as a within-subject factor, and the effect of the interaction between group and axis. To take into account the possible effect of speed on the parameters extracted by acceleration signals, a similar RM-ANOVA was also performed including WS as a possible covariate variable [35]. Spearman correlation coefficient \((r)\) was computed between the BI score and each accelerometric computed parameter.

The threshold of significance was set at 0.05 for all analyses with the exception of post hoc comparisons, for which Bonferroni correction was applied on this threshold.

**RESULTS**

WS was found to be significantly lower in subjects with amputation than in HSs, especially for TFA-LK subjects (Table 2). Post hoc comparisons revealed that all three amputation groups walked significantly slower \((p < 0.001)\) than HSs. All comparisons among amputation groups were statistically significant \((p < 0.009)\), except for between TFA-UK and TTA subjects \((p = 0.69)\).

Because of these differences in speed, accelerations also resulted in significant differences among groups (Figure). When accelerations were normalized to take into account their strict relationship with velocity, LL and AP stability were found to be lower in subjects with amputation than in HSs. Post hoc comparisons revealed higher instability in TFA-LK subjects along the CC and AP axes with respect to TFA-UK subjects \((p = 0.01\) and \(p = 0.02\), respectively) and along the CC axis with respect to TTA subjects \((p = 0.01)\). No statistically significant differences were noted in amputation subgroups along the LL axis. The main factor group affected stability as well as its interaction with axis, indicating that LL stability was more affected in subjects with amputation than AP stability.
Significant differences were found among groups and among axes for harmony, which was also affected by the interaction of these two factors. Post hoc comparisons revealed that subjects with amputation had lower harmony than HSs \((p < 0.001)\) along all three axes. Specific differences among amputation subgroups were found along the AP axis between TFA-LK and TTA subjects \((p = 0.02)\) and along the CC axis between TFA-LK and TTA subjects \((p = 0.01)\) and TFA-UK and TTA subjects \((p = 0.02)\).

It should be noted that the general trend highlighted in the Figure for WS, RMS, normalized RMS, and HR following the order of impairment of TFA-LK, TFA-UK, and TTA subjects and HSs was not strictly respected by RMS-LL and especially not by HR-LL. This was mainly due to two subjects with TTA whose WS was >1 m/s (mean: 1.07 m/s vs 0.61 m/s in other TTA subjects) but whose mean HR-LL was lower than that of the other subjects (1.16 vs 1.67), despite higher HR-AP (3.51 vs 1.46) and SRI-LL (80.6% vs 62.1%).

Symmetry was significantly different among groups and axes but did not depend on the interaction group \(\times\) axis. Post hoc comparisons revealed that only TFA-LK subjects differed significantly from HSs along all three axes (AP: \(p < 0.001\), LL: \(p = 0.01\), CC: \(p = 0.01\)). TFA-UK subjects differed significantly from HSs only along CC \((p = 0.01)\), and TTA subjects differed from HSs along CC \((p = 0.01)\) and AP \((p = 0.01)\) axes.

As reported in Table 2, the values of effect size for normalized RMS, HR, and SRI were higher for the factor group (about 0.7, 0.8, and 0.5, respectively) than for axis or interaction between group and axis.

According to the approach suggested by Branch et al., analyses similar to those reported in Table 2 were also performed, with WS as a covariate variable [35]. With respect to the results reported in Table 2, the factor group continued to have a statistically significant effect on RMS \((p < 0.001)\), normalized RMS \((p = 0.01)\), and HR \((p < 0.001)\) but not on SRI \((p = 0.24)\). Furthermore, the interaction group \(\times\) axis remained statistically significant for HR when WS was used as a covariate in the analyses.

Finally, the parameter values of the entire amputation group were found to be significantly correlated with BI score. Statistically significant correlations were found for
were also found for RMS-LL ($r = 0.372$, $p = 0.09$) and RMS-AP ($r = 0.385$, $p = 0.08$). This was mainly due to the relationship between RMS and WS and, as expected, confirmed by the strict relationship between RMS-CC and WS ($r = 0.951$, $p < 0.001$), which also supported its use in normalizing RMS-AP and RMS-LL. The BI score was also found to be significantly correlated with the sagittal harmony of walking HR-CC ($r = 0.661$, $p = 0.01$) and HR-AP ($r = 0.604$, $p = 0.01$).

**DISCUSSION**

Our results showed greater instability and asymmetry in subjects with amputation than in HSs during walking. Similar to previous studies [1,9], we used a triaxial accelerometer to detect instability and asymmetry as well as loss of harmony. But differently from those studies, we divided subjects with amputation into three groups according to level of amputation and type of prosthesis. For most of the parameters investigated, we found a clear and significant trend related to the impairment (Figure). In fact, the lowest values of stability, harmony, and symmetry in walking were found for subjects with TFA who walked using a prosthesis with an LK compared with those who walked with a UK. The values computed for subjects with TTA were closer to physiological ones. The latter values, collected in a sample of HSs (age-matched with enrolled subjects with amputation), were in line with those already reported in the literature [1,24].

Regarding trunk accelerations, we found an important difference with respect to previous results: in our sample of subjects with amputation, trunk accelerations were lower than those of HSs; by contrast, Lamoth et al. found the reverse [1]. As already reported [24], trunk accelerations are strictly connected to speed and an increase in upper-body accelerations could be due to unsteady speed related to pathological instabilities as well as to an increase in WS related to better locomotor ability. In Lamoth et al. [1], the difference in speed between HSs and subjects with amputation during indoor level walking was only about 10 percent, which allowed for a direct comparison of accelerations. At similar velocities, higher trunk accelerations are a sign of instability. In our study, the difference in speeds was between 34 percent for TTA subjects and 68 percent for TFA-LK subjects with respect to HSs, implying the need to normalize accelerations. In fact, unlike subjects in previous studies [1,9], 20 out of 22 subjects with amputation enrolled in our study walked at a speed lower than 1 m/s. There were two main reasons for this: our sample included subjects with amputation being dismissed from a rehabilitative hospital after delivery of a first or a new prosthesis and they were 10 to 20 yr older than those enrolled in the studies cited previously. On the other hand, our control subjects were also older than those enrolled in previous studies [1,9,27] because they were age-matched with our sample of subjects with amputation. Nevertheless, in subjects with amputation, older age has been shown to be a negative prognostic factor affecting walking recovery after amputation [36]; indeed, it is probably stronger than the effect of aging on walking stability in HSs. It has also been suggested that reduced speed in severely impaired subjects may be a motor strategy to increase gait stability [37]. In fact, it was found that in subjects with amputation, the self-selected comfortable WS was lower than the most efficient one (whereas in HSs the two speeds coincided) [3]. It is conceivable that subjects with amputation prefer slow walking to increase stability and not to optimize gait efficiency. This is supported by the fact that the only two subjects with amputation who walked faster than 1 m/s showed low harmony of gait along the LL axis. Less severely affected subjects with TTA probably use a compensation strategy to increase the speed and functionality of AP movements, based on LL compensation, indicating loss of stability and harmony. This could be why higher accelerations were found along the LL axis for TFA-UK and TTA subjects than HSs: the higher locomotor ability of TTA subjects (walking without aids and faster than TFA subjects) contributed to the LL harmony of walking. On the other hand, Lamoth et al. found that LL stability was most affected when the task difficulty was progressively increased, such as during walking on uneven terrain [1]. The trend among groups was found for parameters evaluated along the AP and CC axes, i.e., on the sagittal plane, but this trend, as well as correlation with the BI clinical score, was lost on the LL axis. This suggests that the LL accelerations of subjects with amputation do not depend directly on level of amputation, type of prosthesis, or clinical impairment (BI score). HSs are able to self-select a speed that optimizes efficiency, comfort [3], and harmony [13] of walking. Probably at the end of the rehabilitation program, subjects with amputation should choose a speed and try to optimize one or more
features of gait, but not all of them at the same time. For example, the two subjects in our sample who walked faster than 1 m/s optimized gait functioning but with low LL harmony. On the other hand, it is well known that speeds higher than the comfortable one decrease gait stability and harmony [13] and increase the risk of falls [38].

When we normalized accelerations using RMS-CC (and even when WS was used as a covariate variable) to
compensate for the effects of speed, significant reduction was found for stability along the AP and LL axes, especially the latter, with respect to HSs. Thus, only after that normalization did we find a result similar to the one reported by Lamoth et al. for TFA subjects [1], i.e., a larger difference between subjects with amputation and controls in LL trunk accelerations than in AP trunk accelerations.

Furthermore, with respect to previous studies, this study also analyzed harmony of walking in subjects with amputation. Two recent studies have highlighted the importance of this feature of gait. A low value of the HR of trunk acceleration has been highlighted as a prognostic factor for the risk of falling in the elderly [38]. Moreover, harmony has recently been shown to be a fundamental feature of physiological human gait, with specific iterative proportions among repetitive gait phases related to the so-called golden ratio [39].

Our results showed very low values of HR for subjects with amputation: they were up to 90 percent lower than those of HSs for subjects with TFA walking with an LK prosthesis in the AP direction. These values were even lower than those observed in patients with stroke at dismissal from a rehabilitation hospital [24] and in children with cerebral palsy [12]. The biomechanical and sensory asymmetric changes that occur in subjects with amputation seemed to affect harmony of gait even more than neurological disorders. Conversely, stability (in terms of normalized RMS) was more impaired in the population with stroke [24] than in our sample of subjects with amputation. If there is a direct relationship between RMS and WS and increasing or decreasing gait velocity results in a corresponding increase or decrease in acceleration amplitude [24], the relationship between HR and speed seems more complicated.

Indeed, as shown by Menz et al., HR peaks at self-selected speeds and decreases at both slower and faster speeds [13]. This feature suggests changes in the spectrum content of acceleration signals at different speeds [35], probably involving aspects more related to motor control. Although all subjects involved in our study were asked to walk at their self-selected comfortable speed, we repeated our analysis on the HR also using WS as a covariate variable. We found that the main results did not change and that HR values remained statistically different among groups. Two cases of subjects with TTA walking fast with a high HR-AP, but with a low HR-LL, confirmed that the dependence of HR on WS was not strictly linear (like that of RMS). In any case, further studies are needed to clarify the role of speed on the spectrum content of upper-body accelerations.

In terms of gait symmetry, despite the different parameters used to compute the symmetry index, in subjects with TFA we found symmetry values between 50 and 75 percent and in HSs between 70 and 85 percent, thus not far from those found by Tura et al. [9], which were between 40 and 60 percent for subjects with amputation and 80 and 90 percent for HSs. A general trend from TFA-LK to TFA-UK to TTA subjects was found also for symmetry. However, AP symmetry was significantly different from that of HSs in TTA subjects but not in TFA-UK subjects. Again, subjects with TTA are probably able to walk faster, but lose in terms of symmetry and harmony of gait. Furthermore, TFA-UK subjects probably need to adopt a locomotor strategy to exploit the inertia of the prosthesis along the progressive direction, hence favoring AP symmetry despite a slight reduction in CC symmetry. Once these analyses were adjusted for WS, the main group effect on SRI lost statistical significance. There may be two reasons for this. The first was methodological and related to the choice to assess SRI as the ratio between two consecutive minima of acceleration signals, which are strictly linked to and affected by WS; thus, when the WS effect was removed, the SRI values were more similar among groups. The second is more general: most impaired subjects with amputation usually have asymmetric and slow gait; thus, considering speed as a covariate variable may reduce the effect of impairment on asymmetry.

Although symmetry was conceptually linked to harmony of gait, we observed some differences in terms of group effects between these two parameters. Perhaps this was because in our study, symmetry was evaluated by comparing the accelerations of the two limbs at foot strikes, whereas harmony took into account the accelerometric signal along the entire gait cycle. Moreover, the higher differences were noted along the LL axis. As reported previously, symmetry was evaluated using a step-by-step comparison (such as harmony) in the AP and CC axes, whereas in the LL axis, harmony was more related to stride cycle [13,19].

Our study has some limits. We enrolled a larger sample of subjects with amputation with respect to previous studies investigating trunk accelerations during walking (N = 10 in Tura et al. [9], N = 8 in Lamoth et al. [1]), but the division into three subgroups meant that there were only seven or eight subjects in each subgroup. This small
subgroup size prevented us from further classifying subjects according to age, reason for amputation, or time since amputation (e.g., Hermodsson et al. demonstrated that postural standing sway was markedly different in patients with amputation of traumatic origin vs vascular origin [40] and that some gait features were different depending on the cause of amputation [41]).

Furthermore, we did not assess the possible stabilizing effect of using crutches or tetrapods, which could have influenced our results. For example, it has been shown that using supports has positive effects on WS and gait symmetry in patients with stroke [42–43]. This aspect has not been investigated in subjects with amputation, but in our study the only subject in the TFA-LK group who walked without aids showed higher stability in the AP direction (115.9% vs 92.2% for other subjects in the same group), but he also showed reduced stability in the LL direction (74.4% vs 88.6%). Conversely, only one of the subjects with TTA used crutches and his values of RMS and HR in the LL direction were close to those of other subjects with TTA. Obviously, the clinical decision process took into account observational assessment of subject stability, which generated a confounding factor between stabilization due to crutches and better internal control. The risk of falling was much too high in our sample to ask subjects who needed crutches to walk without them, and this prevented us from designing a test-retest study with and without aids.

Another limit was that different prosthetic components were allowed in this study: we differentiated only between subjects with TFA using prostheses with LKs and UKs. Nevertheless, the present study is the first one on upper-body acceleration during walking in subjects with amputation upon dismissal from a rehabilitation hospital including TTA and TFA subjects and dividing subjects according to type of prosthesis used (i.e., UK or LK).

CONCLUSIONS

With respect to previous studies investigating upper-body stability during gait in younger and long-time prosthesis users, we found lower stability, harmony, and symmetry in a sample of subjects with amputation upon dismissal from a rehabilitation hospital. We also identified a clear trend depending on level of amputation and type of prosthesis for the stability, harmony, and symmetry evaluated on the sagittal plane. Accelerations in the LL direction seemed more related to motor control than biomechanical issues. Rehabilitators should train subjects with amputation to progressively optimize gait features such as stability, efficiency, and functioning by making a safe choice about WS. Our study, together with previous ones [1,9,27], also showed that the use of a single triaxial accelerometer (i.e., a low-cost, wearable, and easy-to-use device [44]) can provide useful quantitative and objective information about important gait features. The common walking tests performed in clinics on subjects with amputation, such as the 10 m walking test or the 6 min walking test [45], just measure speed of walking without providing information about the optimization of other important aspects of gait. Our study also showed that fast speed may not be a safe choice, because it may lead to less harmonic gait, exposing subjects to a higher risk of falling [17,38].

In training people with amputation to use prostheses, researchers should focus interventions on the most impaired aspect of walking, i.e., harmony, a feature recently shown to be crucial for optimizing physiological gait [38–39].
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